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The Aerostructure Inspections World Reference

TESTIA is pleased to share the latest news from its branches over the world:
 

 

 

 

TESTIA is glad to officially launch the new
 

Smart UE1
the Swiss-army knife of NDT inspectors!
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Mexico renews FAA
 
As a result of the recent audit from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
Testia México has received their certification renewal valid util september
2020, with the scope for Non Destructive Testing. They have been certified by
FAA since 2015 and have kept the certification year by year since then.
 
This certification is key for any aerospace company operating in NAFTA area.
This achivement is the result of the whole Team effort leaded by Rubén García,
TESTIA Mexico Manager.
 
 

This lighter and very comprehensive tool will help you boost your inspections thanks to its 8-
in-1 features. It is indeed comprised of both Ultrasonic and Eddy Currents testing applications,
along with many dedicated modules: delamination, disbondings, fatigue cracks, thickness and

coating measurements, lack of cladding...
 

Find out more by contacting us or watch the video below!
 

Smart UE1 video

 

 

Testia provides inspections for manufacturing and maintenance, worldwide and 24/7. All our inspectors are
certified and tests are carried out in compliance with PART 145 and FAR 145 international regulations.
For more information, contact us.
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ENSIA approved by Airbus Helicopters
 
ENSIA recently renewed its approval from Airbus Helicopter.
 
Though the approval was originally only for Eddy Current Testing, it is now also
for Penetrant Testing.
 
Click on the image below to read the full document.
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A promising new scanning device in
development
 
Testia Germany is happy to welcome the new NDT scanner prototype for UT and
other methods in Bremen. After it was transported across country, further
development is ready to start.
 
Software and hardware will be optimized during the upcoming weeks to make
the scanner ready for serial production in fall 2019. Stay tuned for this new NDT
scanning device – more flexible and compact than ever!
 
 

The scanner was prepared in Ottobrunn (left side) for its journey to Bremen, where Emanuel Eisinger and Daniel
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;

International skills for Caerdav
 
In order to serve its customers as better as possible, TESTIA sometimes pair-up
operators/engineers from different countries together.
This is a great way to mix-up various skills so as to offer our clients the best of
our expertise.
 
This was the case for an inspection at Caerdav where Dimitrios Batalogiannis
from TESTIA UK and Caroline Fresnais from TESTIA France both went to Wales
to perform inspections on an A318.

While our French expert carried out an Infrared Testing inspection, our UK
specialist completed an Ultrasonic testing inspection.
 
Besides providing the best quality service to our customers, these partnerships
inter-TESTIA are a great way for our staff worldwide to get to know each other
and we look forward to multiplying those cooperations more and more in the
future!
 
 

,

Agility and motivation on a Saturday
morning
 
Testia in cooperation with Airbus MP&T and Premium Aerotec Nordenham
 

Kunde (right side) work on the further development.        
 



Saturday morning in Nordenham, northern Germany – exceptionally, five
motivated employees are in the factory even on a weekend: Frank Kreidel
(Testia Bremen) and his colleagues from Premium Aerotec and Airbus MP&T
produced coupons to test the performance of solid rivets. To do so, they need
an IPAC riveting machine. But it is busy with serial prodcution from Monday to
Friday, so the only available time slot was at the weekend.
 
The extra work takes the Airbus single aisle de-risking program a huge leap
forward. It is necessary for this program to qualify a second source for
aluminum alloy solid rivets to ensure future ramp-up. These new rivets are
being tested in a dynamic procedure – the production of the coupons was the
first step.
 
Quality and durability of the solid rivet depends on a variety of parameters. A
comparison only by product standard and technical specification is not
sufficient. Therefore, the dynamic test program compares rivets from the
existing supplier and from the potential new one, using the produced test
coupons.
 
The commitment of the team payed off: Production was successfull, so the
coupons can be handed over to the Airbus testing department ESCMTC.
 
 



A test coupon before and after the testing procedure

 



The new Smart UE1 already touring
 
Early june Testia México received their own Smart UE1 unit for demo.
 
Our colleague Mark Mahe already made demostrations of the unit with
Latecoere in Hermosillo and Ducommun in Guaymas, getting a positive feedback
from both customers, remarking the light weigth of the hardware, software
versatility and scalable desing.
 
These visits, along with the launch at the Paris Air Show, are the official kick
off for the promotion of our outstanding multipurpose unit UE1, which will
include MRO and production companies, such as Mexicana, Volaris, UTC among
others, in Americas.
 
Contact us to schedule a demo!
 
 

Testia's pioneering spirit keeps investing into innovation to develop the future of NDT. Testia offers a unique
range of NDT inspection equipment for quick and efficient analysis of aerostructures and components.
For more information, contact us.
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Marc Mahe from TESTIA Mexico demonstrating the Smart UE1

A busy week at the Paris Air Show
 
As every two years, TESTIA hosted a booth at the very hectic and spectacular
Paris Air Show. This event, which took part from June 17th to 23rd, is THE
aerospace gathering that TESTIA couldn't miss.
 
The show was notably a great opportunity for our sales team to officially launch
the new Smart UE1 and to offer demonstrations to customers.

 



 
We have a special thanks to all our visitors: we hope you had a great time and
we look forward to meeting you again soon!
 

TESTIA Chief of Operations Mr Didier Simonet along with Sales Managers Ms Sophie Charlot
and Mr Vincent Bissauge

 

ENSIA now in the heart of a Composite
materials centre
 
After several years in San Sebastian de los Reyes, TESTIA's Spanish branch ENSIA
recently moved to Getafe, closer to Airbus offices in Madrid.
 
ENSIA's offices are located within the FIDAMC, which stands for Fundación para
la Investigación, Desarrollo y Aplicación de Materiales Compuestos (The
Composites Research, Development and Application Centre).
 
This move makes sense as it makes ENSIA closer to Airbus and at the heart of
the local Composite Research and Development centre (FIDAMC is part  The
Spanish Association of Technological Defense, Aeronautics and Space
Companies). This also offers our staff brand-new facilities; we'll be glad to
welcome our training customers in our new training room and NDT lab!
 



ENSIA's front door at FIDAMC and NDT lab
 

Testia GmbH in Bremen becomes part of a
new competence center
 
In late summer this year, the Testia colleagues in Bremen will move into a new
office space. It is set in the brand new EcoMat building – the Center for Eco-
Efficient Materials and Technologies – that has been officially opened with a
ceremony in late April.
 



Our growing team will find the space for engineering, testing, inspection and
training all under one roof – and in a neighborhood of competent partners: Airbus,
Fraunhofer, DLR and other institutions, including Testia, assemble their expertise
for the future of new materials, ways of work and processes here. Thus, EcoMaT
becomes a new center of innovation and cooperation in the field of aircraft
materials. We are looking forward to welcome you at our new offices soon!

 

Holger Speckman (right), managing director of Testia GmbH, together with other future
EcoMaT rentees at the opening ceremony (from right to left): Imke Langhorst (Airbus HO Site
and Plant Bremen), André Walter (Airbus HO Site and Indrustrial Plant Hamburg), Jean-Brice

Dumont (Airbus, Executive Vice President Engineering), Martin Günther (Bremen’s Senator for
economic affairs), Michael Göbel (Bremen Invest), Prf. Dr. Rolf Henke (DLR). © Airbus, photo:

Michael Bahlo
 

50 years of Airbus, with best wishes from
Testia
 
Airbus celebrates its 50th anniversary – and Testia joined the party at the
festival that was held at the Bremen site. After the ceremony on stage, Holger
Speckmann, managing director of Testia GmbH, fulfilled his duty at the
barbecue, together with the other local executives. He expresses best wishes
and congratulations in the name of Testia Germany: “We are proud to be part
of the Airbus family and look forward to a good partnership for the next 50
years!”
 



Picture © Airbus: (left to right) Rolf Franzen (Premium Aerotec), Dr. Jens Laßmann
(ArianeGroup), Dr. Oliver Juckenhöfel (Airbus local HO Defence and Space), Hans Georg

Tschupke (Office of Bremen’s Senator for economic affairs), Imke Langhorst (Airbus HO Site
and Plant Bremen), Dr. Jens Franzeck (Airbus HO A400M department), Holger Speckmann

(managing director of Testia GmbH).

 

 
SUMMER SCHEDULE

 
 
 

Mexico's Aerospace Summit
Queretaro, Mexico
August 14th-15th

TESTIA on booth #34
 
 

13th NDT Mexican Conference
Mexico City, Mexico

August 21st-22nd

TESTIA on booth #7
 
 

Next august Testia México will participate in the "13ª Conferencia Mexicana de
Pruebas No Destructivas" (13th NDT Mexican Conference) that will take place in
México City.
 
This biannual event reunites the NDT community from México, Latin America and all
over the world. The exhibition floor is the perfect scenario to show off our amazing
NDT tools.
 
We will also present a couple of conferences during the event, our colleagues Nicolas
Fournier (Multiple Technologies for NDT Aircraft Inspections) and Bernardo Ordóñez



 

Contact us
 

 

www.testia.com
 

 

Testia Shop
 

(Advanced Drone Inspection for Aircrafts) will be the speakers for the ocasion. We
will take advantage of the show to deliver our message "We are Airbus, We are
Testia, We are NDT and We are here for you!"
 

Check our video
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